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Abstract
The existence ofWeyl nodes in themomentum space is a hallmark of aWeyl semimetal (WSM). A
WSMcan be confirmed by observing its Fermi arcs with separatedWeyl nodes. In this paper, we study
the spin–orbit interaction of light on the surface of aWSM thinfilm.Our results show that the spin-
dependent splitting induced by the spin–orbit interaction is related to the separation ofWeyl nodes.
By proposing an amplification technique calledweakmeasurements, the distance of the nodes can be
precisely determined. This systemmay have an application in characterizing other parameters
ofWSM.

1. Introduction

Weyl fermions have been proposed and long studied in quantumfield theory, but this kind of particles has not
yet been observed as a fundamental particle in nature. Recent research found thatWeyl fermions can appear as
quasiparticles in aWeyl semimetal (WSM) [1–5].WSM is a new state ofmaterial that hosts separated band
touching points—Weyl nodes—with opposite chirality [6–9]. TheWeyl nodes come in pairs in bulk Brillouin
zonewhen time-reversal or inversion symmetry is broken. Recently, idealWeyl nodes was achieved in artificial
photonic crystal structures [10].WSMhas attractedmuch attention due to itsmany exotic properties induced by
theWeyl nodes, such as anomalousHall effect [1, 11], surface states with Fermi arcs [12, 13], peculiar
electromagnetic response [14, 15], and negaticemagneto-resistivity [16–19]. AWSMcan be proved by observing
its Fermi arcs with separatedWeyl nodes. The experiment to observeWeyl nodes in TaAs orMoTe2 by angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopywas reported [20, 21]. Due to the experimental resolution and spectral
linewidth, the nodes in otherWSMmaterials, such asNbP andWTe2,may become difficult to be directly
observed [22–24].

In this paper, we provide an alternativemethod to demonstrate the existence ofWeyl-point separation in
momentum space. Assume theWSMcontains only a pair ofWeyl nodes with broken time reversal symmetry
[1, 25, 26], as illustrated infigure 1. The projection of the twoWeyl nodes connects the ending points of Fermi
arc on the Brillouin zone surface. The separation of the nodes is along the kz direction.When the
electromagnetic wave incidents on the surface without Fermi arc states, the spin–orbit interaction of light occurs
andmanifests itself as tiny splitting of left- and right-circular components. This phenomenonwithin visible
wavelengths is known as photonic spinHall effect [27–29].Wefind that the interaction inWSM is still very
weak, and anmethod called quantumweakmeasurements is introduced for detection [30–33].

The concept of weakmeasurements was proposed in the context of quantummechanics [34–36]. There are
three key elements in aweakmeasurement schema, namely, preselected state, postselected state, andweak
coupling between the observation system andmeasuring pointer. In ourweakmeasurement scheme, the spin–
orbit interaction of light onWSMsurface provides theweak coupling. Figure 2(a) shows the interactionweakly
separates the left and right-circularly polarized components of the light with both in-plane and transverse shifts.
The polarization state of light is taken as the system state. Labeling the preselected state and postselected state are
iñ∣ and f ñ∣ , respectively, the result of thewhole system calledweak value is given by
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inwhich Â is the systemoperator of an observable. Bymaking f i 0á ñ ∣ , theweak value becomes very large and
outside the eigenvalue range of the observable.We use this feature to detect the tiny shifts induced by the

Figure 1. Illustration of aWeyl semimetal with Fermi arcs on its surface of Brillouin zone connecting projections of a pair ofWeyl
nodes with opposite chirality. TheWeyl nodes are shown as the orange and cyan pellets with outward and inward arrows, behaving as
magneticmonopoles with topological charges. Note that the surfaces perpendicular to kz axis does not support arcs.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of photonic spinHall effect induced by spin–orbit interaction of light in aWSM-substrate system.Weak
measurements with preselected and postselected ensembles for the enhancement of (b) in-plane shift and (c) transverse shift are
introduced. Theweak coupling separates thewave function into two spin components, which is denoted by red dotted line and blue
dotted line. x y,d+ and x y,d- indicate the small shifts of left- and right-circularly polarized components, respectively. The final pointer
position is proportional toAw after postselection. The green solid lines indicate the shapes of total wave function.
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photonic spinHall effect. This process is described infigures 2(b) and 2(c).Weak valueAw can amplifies tiny in-
plane (x) shift or transverse (y) shift to a largefinal pointer position. The amplified shift is proportional to the
weak value. In the following, we discuss the spin–orbit interaction of light reflected onWSM-substrate interface.

2. Theory and discussion for spin–orbit interaction of light

Weestablish amodel to describe the spin–orbit interaction in theWSM-substrate system. The refractive index of
substrate we set is n=1.5. AWSM filmwith thickness d is placed on a substrate. TwoWeyl nodes are separated
by awave vector bb 0, 0, = ( ) in the Brillouin zone. b is in units of 2π/a throughout this paper with a
representing the lattice spacing. Parameters forWSMare chosen as d=100 nm, vF=106 m s–1, and
a=3.44Å. vF is the Fermi velocity. Amonochromatic Gaussian beamwith beamwaistw0=27 μmand
wavelengthλ=633 nm impinges from air to this system.

For the bounded beam, the polarization states of different angular spectrum components can bewritten as
H ki ñ∣ ( ) and V ki ñ∣ ( ) . To denote central wave vector of wavepacket, the coordinate frames (xi, yi, zi) and (xr, yr, zr)
are used, where the subscripts i and r, respectively, represent incident and reflected beam. After reflecting at the
air-WSM-medium interface, the rotations of polarizations for each angular spectrum components are different.
Introducing the boundary condition kry=kiy, the total action of the reflection can be described by

H k V k M H k V kr r
T

R i i
Tñ ñ = ñ ñ[∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ] [∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ] , whereMR is
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rab is the Fresnel reflection coefficients of theWSM-substrate systemwith a and b standing for either p or s
polarization. Consider a horizontal polarization state of incidence. The state with Taylor series expansion of the
Fresnel coefficients rpp and rsp after reflection becomes
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Here, k0=ω/c is thewave vector in vacuum and θ is the angle of incidence.We analyze equation (3) in spin basis
to reveal the splitting of spin components. The totalmomentumwave function in the spin basis with rps=rsp is
obtained as
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Fñ∣ is the beamwith aGaussian distribution.
Based on equation (4), a calculation by taking into account the paraxial approximation yields the in-plane

spatial and angular shifts as
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where the zR is the Rayleigh length. There also exist shifts along the transverse direction
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The results in equations (5)–(8) is the simplest form to describe the behavior of spin–orbit interaction of light.
The real and imaginary parts of shift in angular spectrum representation correspond to the spatial and angular
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shifts [37]. From above equations, the spin–orbit interaction of light is influenced by the reflection coefficients.
Therefore, a discussion of the reflection coefficients can give a insight into the spin–orbit interaction. The
reflection coefficients ofWSM-substrate system are related to the distance ofWeyl nodes.

To obtain the Fresnel reflection coefficients, the boundary conditions for electromagnetic field and the
Ohm’s law should be taken into account [38–41]. Assuming the electric (magnetic)fields in air and substrate are,
respectively, represented by E1 and E2 (H1 and H2), the boundary conditions are n E E 02 1´ - =ˆ ( ) ,
n H H Js2 1´ - =ˆ ( ) . n z= -ˆ ˆ is the unit vector normal to theWSM-substrate interface, and J Es ijs= is the
surface current density.σij denotes the surface conductivity tensor inWSMwith i, j=x, y. Solving the boundary
condition expressions, the coefficients are given by

r , 9pp
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where k k k kL
iz tz iz tz xx0 0a e e s w e=  + ( ) , k kT

tz iz yy0a wm s=  + , and k kiz tz xy0
2

0b m s e= .
k k cosiz 0 q= and k nk costz t0 q= . θt is the refraction angle; n is the refractive index of the substrate; ε0 ,μ0 are
permittivity and permeability in vacuum; ε is the permittivity of substrate;σxx,yy andσxy,yx are the longitudinal
andHall conductivities, respectively.

The above boundary condition is valid forWSMultra-thin film (a d l  ). Thefilm thickness in the
WSM film can be chosen as d∼100 nm. In this limit, the existence ofWeyl nodes can lead to giant Kerr and
Faraday rotations, which are larger than those in topological insulators [25]. For topological insulator, the
energy gap can remain almost unchanged until the thickness of afilm is reduced to several nanometres [42]. The
large polarization rotation inWSM is governed by the optical conductivity inWSM. For thin filmWSM, the
conductivity is given by dij ij

Bs s= with ij
Bs being the conductivity of the bulkWSM.The bulk conductivity ij

Bs is
obtained from theKubo formalism. For a general case ofmulti-Weyl semimetal in order J, its nodes is stabilized
by protection of point group symmetry [26, 43]. And J=1 corresponds toWSMs.Near twoWeyl nodes located
at bzb = ˆ, theHamiltonian ofWSMs can bewritten as

H E
k
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where k k kix y=  , ix y
1

2
s s s=  ( )withσ representing the Paulimatrices, and q k bz z=  is the effective

wave vector along the kz direction. E0 and km arematerial-dependent parameters related to energy and
momentum, respectively. For brevity, we set them as E0=km=1 throughout this paper.

ForWeyl points, themost significant feature is themonopople-like structure of the Berry curvature. Based
on the calculation from equation (12), we plot the Berry curvature shown infigure 3. The sources and sinks of
Berry curvature depend on the positions of the twoWeyl points. The influence on the spin–orbit interaction of
light by Berry curvature varies with the separation ofWeyl notes. This is closely related to the optical
conductivity inWSM.

Wenext consider optical conductivities obtained from the low-energyHamiltonian.We calculate the
conductivity ofWSMs from theKubo formula in noninteracting limit. The real parts of the conductivities in the
clean limit at zero temperature are given by
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v kc F cw = with vF and kc representing Fermi velocity and themomentum cutoff along kz axis, respectively. For
the longitudinal conductivity, the intraband contribution of the optical conductivity in the undoped case (the
chemical potentialμ=0) can be neglected. The imaginary parts of the conductivities are obtained by
introducing theKramers–Kronig relation [44], we have
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The optical response of theWSMchanges with photon energy due to the dynamic conductivity. The
conductivity ofWSM shows a characteristic frequency dependence. Equations (13)–(16) hold at the low
frequency limitω<ωc [45, 46]. The corresponding theoretical predictions for the optical conductivity have
been experimentally verified [47]. For othermaterials such as topological insulators, the dynamic conductivity
arises as a function of temperature and photon energy in the surface states [48].We see that theHall conductivity
brings about the influence of theWeyl nodes. If b=0, indicating the annihilation ofWeyl nodes, the
conductivityσxy vanishes. And the Fresnel reflection coefficients reduce to a general case [40].

A direct result of the spin–orbit interaction of light onWSM’s surface is the beam shift in equations (5)–(8).
We analyse the beam shift based on the optical conductivity and the reflection coefficient. Due to the complex
optical conductivity, the reflection coefficient associatedwith the location ofWeyl nodes are also complex
numbers. The imaginary part of the complex reflection coefficient is related to the angular shift. To further
discuss it,Wewrite the coefficients as r R eab ab

i ab= j withRab andjab labelingmodulus and phase, respectively.
Since the condition of the conductivity is at low frequency limit, thewavelengthλwe chose is 633 nm,with the
corresponding energy of the photons 1.96 ev.

Infigure 4, themodulus for three different distances of theWeyl nodes are plotted as a functionof incident angle.
For a small separationof theWeyl nodes (b=0.05), the behaviors of the reflection coefficients are nearly the same as
the casewithoutWSMfilm.With a larger b, the angle of r 0pp =∣ ∣ vanishes. Such a angle in the casewith zero crossing
reflection coefficients is knownas theBrewster angle.Near this incident angle, the actionof spin–orbit interaction
maybecomepeculiar, such as resulting in a very large spin-dependent splitting [32, 49]. As the separation increases,
rsp and rssbecome large gradually, but the influenceof theWeyl nodes to rss is not obvious betweenb=0.25 and
b=0.45.To show the contributionof the imaginary parts to the reflection coefficients,figure 4(d) is provided for
b=0.25.The imaginaryparts of the reflection coefficients,which can lead to angular shift, is not small enough tobe
neglected.Wepoint out that for other b there also exits non-negligible imaginary part in the optical conductivity.

The spatial and angular shifts are related to the real and imaginary parts in equations (5)–(8). As the
reflection coefficients are complex numbers, the shift contains both spatial and angular components. To show
how theWSM impact on the spin–orbit interaction of light in the system,we discuss the shifts based on the film
thickness d and the separation of theWeyl nodes represented by the parameter b. At afixed angle of incidence
θ=50°, the influence of film thickness on beam shifts is shown infigures 5 and 6. Both spatial and angular shifts
show a small changewith the thickness d. The optical conductivity ofWSM film is proportional to the thickness
d. If d=0, indicating a systemwithoutWSM,we have rsp=0. This case can lead to the transverse spatial shift as

Figure 3.Berry curvature in bulk Brillouin zone calculated from theHamiltonian in equation (12). The parameter is chosen as
b=0.3.
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Figure 4.Modulus of reflection coefficients of theWSM-substrate system as a function of incident angle θ for (a) b=0.05,
(b) b=0.25, and (c) b=0.45. (d) Imaginary part of the coefficients with b=0.25.

Figure 5. In-plane (a) spatial and (b) angular shifts as a function offilm thickness d and parameter b (in units of 2 π/a) associatedwith
the location of theWeyl node.We assume an incident beamwith Hñ∣ polarization. The angle of incidence of the light beam is set as
50°. The refractive index of substrate is n=1.5.

Figure 6.Transverse (a) spatial and (b) angular shifts as a function offilm thickness d and parameter b.
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well [30–32], but it does not have in-plane splitting. Note that for some specific angles, such as Brewster angle,
the shiftsmay becomemore sensitive to the variation of thickness. Under this situation, the optical effect
combinedwithweakmeasurements can be applied to characterize the thickness ofmaterials, such as identifying
graphene layers [50, 51] andmeasuring nanometal film thickness [49]. TheWSMcoating affects themagnitude
of the splittingwith varied separation ofWeyl nodes. From equation (8), theWSMcoating is also responsible for
the existence of transverse angular shift due to the nonzero cross-polarization coefficient and the complex
rpp and rss. The angular shift infigure 6(b) is nearly zero sincewe have rsp=0with the separation ofWeyl
nodes b=0.

Incident angle is an important factor to influence the coupling strength of the spin–orbit interaction of light.
We next discuss the shifts related to incident angle θ and parameter b. The result in equations (5)–(8) is the
approximate formof the behavior of spin–orbit interaction. If the separation of theWeyl nodes becomes zero,
the terms containing rps vanish, and the expressions are invalid near the Brewster angle. Under such a situation,
the small variations of the Fresnel coefficients should be taken into account. The precise shifts at initial position
(zr=0) can be obtained by directly calculating the intensity centroid of reflected light beam. The precise result
onlymodifies the shift in the limit that theWeyl points disappear (b= 0). For b>0, it is almost the same as the
one given by the approximate formula.

With theWeyl nodes, the transverse spatial shift can be very large. From equation (5), the in-plane spatial
shift originates from the nonzero coefficient rsp and the complex rpp. rsp is a quantity related to the separation of
theWeyl point. A giant in-plane shift about 12 μmat b≈0.02 can be realized in the vicinity of the Brewster
angle, as shown infigure 7(a). This ismuch larger than the case of transverse shift infigure 8(a), where the
maximal value can reaches about 3000 nm.Due to the divergence of whole light beam, it is still difficult to detect
the giant shifts andmeasuring the separation ofWeyl nodes. The sensitivity of the shifts to the parameters of
WSMnear the Brewster angle can improve precision during theweakmeasurement progress [49]. The sharp
peak for the spatial shift occurs at θ≈67.5° due to the term r r 0pp sp

2 2+ »( ) in equations (5) and (7). For both

Figure 7. In-plane (a) spatial and (b) angular shifts as a function of incident angle θ and parameter b.

Figure 8.Transverse (a) spatial and (b) angular shifts as a function of incident angle θ and parameter b. The parameters are the same as
in figure 7.
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in-plane and transverse angular shifts, b=0 can also lead to a peak value near the Brewster angle. There is
another peak for the transverse angular shift at b≈0.02, like the case of the in-plane spatial shift.

3.Quantumweak value amplification

Generally, the spin–orbit interaction of light onWSMsurface is weak. In this section, we introduce quantum
weakmeasurements to amplify the beam shifts for observation. This optical effect wasfirst detected byweak
measurements in air-glass system [30]. The spin–orbit interaction provides theweak coupling inweak
measurements. For various reflecting surfaces, the effect is sensitive to their parameters. Therefore, using this
system, some important parameters can be precisely determined, such as graphene layers and thickness ofmetal
film [49, 50]. Here, we propose to use a similar experimental setup in [49–51] to investigate theWeyl nodes in
WSM.AGaussian beam generated by a laser passes through the first Glan laser polarizer to produce an incident
state Hñ∣ . The beam experiences a spin splitting after interactingwith theWSM-substrate interface. This splitting
containing both spatial and angular shifts provides theweak coupling in theweakmeasurement scheme, and the
preselected state is i F Hñ = ñ∣ ∣ . F is the reflectionmatrix given by

r r
r r . 17
pp ps

sp ss

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥ ( )

The preselected state iñ∣ in the spin basis is

i cos e sin . 18iu uñ = +ñ + -ñg∣ ∣ ∣ ( )

r r r r r rarccos i i ipp sp pp sp pp sp
2 2u = - - + +(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) and r r r rarg i arg ipp sp pp spg = - - +( ) ( ). Theweak value

is naturally determined by preselected and postselected states. To reach a largeweak value, we use the
combination of a quarter-wave plate and the secondGlan laser polarizer with suitable angles to postselect the
final state [51]. After the beam goes through this combination, the postselected state is

f sin e cos , 19i 2u uñ = +ñ - -ñg f-∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( )

inwhich the small deviation anglef is also called as postselected angles. Sincewe deal with the spin basis, the
observable Â in equation (1) is Pauli operator
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From above preselected and postselected states, theweak valueσw is calculated as [51, 52]
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Theoretically, both the real and imaginary parts of weak value can enhance the tiny observable. The purely
imaginaryweak valueσw can effectively amplifies the spatial shift due to the free evolution of thewave function
in themomentum space, while the enhancement effect for the angular shift is veryweak [53]. As a result, weak
valueσw can bemeasured by amplified pointer shift x y,á ñ, which is obtained as
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The propagation-dependent shift in equation (22) can be effectively amplified in far field.We detect this beam
shift in the experiment by a charge-coupled device. To achieve a largeσw, one canmake 0f  asmuch as
possible. But in fact the shift has amaximumvaluewhen the postselected angle is close to zero. Under this
situation, amodifiedweakmeasurements is required [54].

Weplot the amplified shifts as functions of incident angleθ infigure 9 by setting thepostselected anglef as 0.2°.
A large amplified factor z zcot 79200r Rf » canbe obtained for spatial shifts. Assuming theweak value is real, the
amplified factor cotf is only about 286due tonopropagation enlargement. Therefore, the imaginaryweak value
here is a good choice to detect the spatial displacement. The angular shift can be detected by a purely realweak value.
Wediscuss four different separations ofWeylnodes, b=0.1, b=0.2, b=0.3, and b=0.4. In addition, theWSMs
with thicknessd=50 nmandd=100 nmare compared.The result shows that the in-plane and transverse shifts
amplifiedby this factor can reachdozens ofmicrometers, which is detectable in the experiment. The enlargement of
weak value for differentfilm thickness is effective. The curves for different b appear peaks at different angles of
incidence. Thismakes it feasible to detect the separations ofWeyl nodes.On the other side, the beamshift is also
sensitive to the thickness d. Therefore, our resultmayhave applications inprecisionmetrology of the thickness of
WSMs. For the in-plane shift, a peak about 150 μmis achieved.The change of the shiftwith bbecome larger in the
case of in-plane shift.Near some angle of incidence, the difference between twocurves can reach about 250 μm.This
situationmaybehelpful to determine b, or evenother parameters ofWSM. In the experiment,wedetermine the
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Weyl-point separationby the curve of the shift as a functionof b. For aWSM, its parameters, such as thickness,
optical conductivity, and the order Jofmulti-WSM,may also influence to the shifts.Using themeasured separation
b, we can further examine the shiftwith variation of angle of incidence to avoid the influence and confirm the result
[49]. Recently optical experiments onWSMsare still very limited [47, 55]. Thewavelengthwe consider here is at the
visible range that is accessible in an experiment.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have theoretically discuss the spin–orbit interaction of light reflected on theWSM-substrate
interface.We predict both in-plane and transverse shifts with the presence ofWSM.TheWSMwe consider
contains a pair ofWeyl nodes, and the light incidents on the surface ofWSM that does not support Fermi-arc
electronic states. The analysis shows that the spin-dependent in-plane spatial and transverse angular shifts
originate from the existence ofWeyl points. Introducing a purely imaginaryweak value, the spatial shifts can be
effectively enlarged by a factor of z z 8 10r w R

4s » ´∣ ∣ , which is 276 times larger than the onewith real weak
value. Due to the sensitivity to thewave vector b , measuring beam shift could become an alternative way to
determine the distance ofWeyl nodes inmomentum space. Our resultsmay open up a new experimental
possibility for the investigations of optical responses intoWSM.
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